Introduction.
It was such a rainy day in Aussois after the workshop on Graph Theory (May 1995) , that walks in the mountains were impossible. So F. Jaeger and M.-C. Heydemann began to work together on a conjecture from [9] on binary operations which are related to homomorphisms of de Bruijn digraphs. But very quickly, they considered the following problem of walks.
PROBLEM 1. -Characterize the class of digraphs G such that for any k > 0, G has exactly m walks of length k.
Since the number of walks of length A; of a digraph G is equal to the number of vertices of its /c-iterated line digraph, Problem 1 is related to the characterization of periodic iterated line digraphs. These digraphs have been studied by several authors and this article recalls results from the survey on line digraphs [7] .
We give in Section 2 definitions and explain in Section 3 the motivation for such a study. Section 4 and Section 5 contain results on Problem 1. The main common result of Frangois Jaeger and M.-C. Heydemann was Theorem 1 and Problem 2. Frangois never commented the first draft written at the end of 1995. Charles Delorme brought recently some results about the main conjecture.
A directed elementary path (for short, dipath) is a walk in which all vertices are distinct; if the only vertex repetition is UQ = i^, it is a directed cycle.
We denote by Wk(G) the number of walks of G of length k and by Ofc(G) the number of closed walks of length k.
Notice .that Wk(G) is also the sum of entries of A^G)^ and Q:A;(G) is the trace of the matrix A^G)^.
Line digraphs.
Let G be a digraph. We denote L(G) the line digraph of G. The vertices of L{G) are the arcs of G, i.e. V(L(G)) == A(G), and the arcs of L(G) are all the couples [{x,y), Q/,2:)], x € V(G), ^/ e r^(x), z e I^Q/). A survey about line digraphs can be found in [7] .
The p-iterated line digraph is defined recursively:
LP(G) = L^-^G)) for p > 2.
Following [I], a digraph is said to be periodic if there exist some integers k^n, n > 0, such that L^G) ^ ^"^(G). In this case, the smallest value n for which it is true is called the period of G. Thus, a digraph is periodic of period n if and only if the sequence (L^G^X) is ultimately periodic of period n.
Considering G as a subdigraph of K^, by the following proposition, L P {G) can also be considered as a subdigraph of the de Bruijn digraph B(n,^+l).
PROPOSITION 1 ([3]
). -For n > 2 and p > 2, K^ = B(n, 1) and B^p) = L(B(n,p -1)) = L^W). Therefore ^(G) is isomorphic to the digraph with vertices u^u\ • • • Up, for (n^z^+i) € E{G), 0 ^ 2 < p, and arcs of the form {uou-^'' 'Up^u\' • • HpHp+i). In the following we will consider that vertices of L P (G) are walks of length p of G written shortly UQU\ '' • Up. We will also use the following equality and property:
contains m walks of length k + 1 iffL(G) contains m walks of length k, i.e. Wk{L(G)) = Wfc+i(G).
Proof. -By Equation (1), 
Motivation.
The motivation for our work is a conjecture from [9] on binary operations on Zyi which are related to uniform homomorphisms of de Bruijn digraphs. We first explain the original conjecture by recalling results from The answer is positive if n is not prime. Before giving such examples, we translate binary operation on Z^ and Property (P£>) in terms of arccolorings of K^ and arc-coloring property.
Let G be a digraph and c an arc-coloring of G with n colors, i.e. a mapping c : A(G) -> Zyi. We say that c satisfies the uniform path coloring property if, for any i >_ 1, and for any ^-sequence of colors ci,C2,...,Q, Ci e Zn,l < i < C, there exist n distinct walks in G, (UQ^ u\^..., z^), 0 < j < n -1, colored with colors ci, 02,..., Q in good order, i.e. c(z^,z^_^) = c^+i, for 0 < i < £ -1.
Notice that an arc-coloring c of K^ satisfies the uniform path coloring property on K^ if and only if the binary operation o defined by ioj = c(z, j) satisfies Property (PZ)) f 01 "
anv integer D >_ 2.
Therefore we consider the problem of finding arc-colorings c of Kŵ ith the uniform path coloring property. Notice that the translation of Property (B) gives examples of colorings such that each color appears exactly once on the out-going arcs of each vertex (in other words by taking {c(u^v)'^v € r~^{u)} = Zyi). Similarly, a binary operation with Property (B') corresponds to a coloring such that each color appears exactly once on the in-going arcs of each vertex ({c(i;, n); v € T~{u)} == Zn).
If n is not prime, it is possible to construct less obvious examples. Before giving them, we introduce another way of considering the PD property.
Let c be an arc-coloring of K^. We may use the matrices M^, 0 <: Thus finding an arc-coloring c of K^ which satisfies the uniform arc-coloring property is equivalent to find a set 5' of n x n matrix filled with Fs and O's such that -for any ordered pair z,j, exactly one matrix M 6 S satisfies Mj^ = 1, -for any product p of elements of S, Inpl^ = n (where In is the 1 x n matrix filled with Fs).
LEMMA 2. -Ifc satisfies the uniform path coloring property on K^, then all the products of matrices ofS have entries in {0,1}.

If a is the maximum number of 1 ^s in a row and b is the maximum number of 1 's in a column, then ab <: n.
Proof. -The entries of the products are obviously nonnegative integers, and one cannot have a product of the adjacency matrices with an entry larger than 1. If such a product has entry pzj > 1, then some adjacency matrix corresponding to a color has an entry m^i = 1, and since all matrices m have entries 0 or 1 only, all entries of q = mp are nonnegative integers, and thus qjj > 1, and ((^j^-> . (Qj,^ grows too fast and prevents l^g^l^ to be n.
If the product A has a row, say row a with a Fs and B has column (3 with b Fs, the product BCA^ where C^o; = 1 has a submatrix of size b x a filled with Fs. D
COROLLARY 1. -If n is 2 or 3, Property (B) or (B') is satisfied.
Example 2. -Let n = pq with integers p > 1 and q > 1. We choose M^ (the matrix of the color k) in the following way. Let Cu be the matrix of size p x p made from null entries, but for the column u^ 0 <: u < p filled with Fs. Let £y the matrix of size q x q, made from null entries, but for the row v, 0 <, v < q filled with Fs. Then, the set of matrices M^^ = Cn 0d -i (tensor product of matrices), 0^n<p,0<v<g, satisfies: ^ M 1k =o is the n x n matrix filled with Fs and M^-^M^+^l = M^'+< Since each matrix M^"^ has p non null rows, each of which has q non null entries that all fall in the same q columns, the cardinality of Fs in the matrix is equal to d = pq. Thus, any product M^M^ •' .M^0-1 ! has exactly n Fs and n 2 -n 0's. The associated arc-coloring of Kŝ atisfies the uniform path coloring property, but neither Property (B) nor Property (B'). The corresponding binary operation o is of course given by
If two couples of set and binary operation (A, o) and (G, ^>) with property PD for any D are given, it is possible to build a new one by a cartesian product with set A x C and operation (a, c) <$> (6, d) = (a 06, c<s §> d).
If o on A has not property (B) and <s> on C has not property (B') then ^ has neither.
In particular, when aob = a and c<s> d = d for all a, b C A and c, d C (7, we have an operation isomorphic to the one of Example 1.
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Example 2. -Another generalization of Example 1 is given in [9] . An illustration of this construction for n = 6 is the following: We now translate the construction of [9] in terms of colored paths.
Let n = pq with integers p > 1 and q > 1. Consider a partition of the vertex set V of K^ into subsets V,, 1 <, i ^ p, each one of cardinality q. For the above example: p = 2,q = 3, Vi = {0,1,2}, V2 = {3,4,5},
In other words, for each subset Vi, each color colors the out-going arcs of exactly one vertex and these arcs cover exactly one set Vm' Since q > 1, it is clear that the arc-coloring does not satisfy Property (B) (the out-going arcs of each vertex are colored with at most p < d colors). It is sufficient to choose one color c, two integers i -^ i' and j'(z, c) = j(i 1 \ c) in order that Property (B') is also not satisfied.
With this formulation, it is easier than in [9] to prove that the constructed digraph satisfies the uniform path coloring property. Considering Problem 18 of [9] asks whether other types of constructions than Example 2 exist if n is not prime. The answer is yes:
Example 3. -Let S be a set of matrices P^, with entries in {0,1}, of size (n x n), with some subsets such that the sum of the matrices in them is the matrix J (filled with l^s), such that any product M of these matrices Pi satisfies ly^Ml^ = n, and a set of m matrices Qj with entries in {0,1} of size m x m summing to Jm^ such that any product TV of Qj's satisfies lynTVl^ = m, we can build new sets of matrices of size mn x mn by building from each Qi a set of n new matrices, say Rij by replacing each null entry in the Qi by a null block of size n x n and each other entry by some matrix from 5, in such a way that ^ Rij is J 0 Qi (each null j entry of Qi is replaced by the null block and the other entries by J). rJ.Ot rJ-^Oi rO.Mt rO.J-Mt
In this example the set of (non void) products of matrices R has 16 elements.
Note that the operation obtained that way is neither of the kind of example 2, nor the reverse kind.
For n prime, the constructions given in the preceding examples do not work. We now formulate the conjecture which motivated our work.
CONJECTURE 1 ([9]). -Let n prime and o be a binary operation on 'Ln which satisfies (Po), for any integer D > 2. Then operation o satisfies at least one of the two properties:
-Va € Zn, the mapping x ^ aox is a bijection on Z^. If c satisfies the uniform path coloring property on K^ then each color induces a subdigraph of K^ with exactly n walks of each length. Our hope was to find necessary conditions on digraphs with constant number of walks in order to obtain necessary conditions on c and solve Conjecture 2. In a first approach, we consider digraphs with ultimately periodic number of walks.
Digraphs with ultimately periodic number of walks.
Notice first that it is easy to construct digraphs with ultimately periodic number of walks.
PROPOSITION 2. -For any periodic sequence (wk)k>o of period p, Pt here exists a digraph G such that Wk(G) = Wk +p -h 1 + ^ w, for k ;> 2. i=l
Proof. -Consider the digraph G with vertices a,c^d|,0 < i < p -1,1 <, j <, w^+25 consisting of a directed cycle CQ, ci,..., Cp_i, Co, arcs {ci, c^), 0 < i <^ p -1,1 <_ j <: w-i+2, and another arc (a, Co).
For any k > 0, the number of walks of length A; in G which begin at P a vertex c^^O <^ i <^ p -l,is independent of k and equal to p -+-^ Wk. The 1=1 number of walks of length k which begin at vertex a is equal to Wk + 1 for Characterizations of periodic digraphs are given in [7] . The equivalence of (iii) and (iv) is exactly Theorem 9.1 (iii) of [7] , but we give proofs which are not available in [7] . In order to prove Theorem 1, we begin with two lemmas. Proof. -We will prove that if G is strongly connected with at least one arc and if the sequence (aA;(G))^o of the number of its closed walks of length k is bounded, then G is a directed cycle.
We apply Perron-Frobenius theorem to A(G) (see for example [4] or [8] ), which is an irreducible matrix (owing to the strong connectivity) with nonnegative entries. The maximum eigenvalue of G, Ai, is real positive.
We first prove by contradiction that Ai = 1.
Ai < 1 would imply A^ -^ 0 with k -^ oo and imply also the trace ti^G)^) -^ 0^ which is impossible since the number of closed walks of length k is at least 1 for k multiple of £.
Ai > 1 would imply A^ tends to infinity with k and tr(A(G)
A; ) is not bounded, which is impossible since the number of closed walks of length k is bounded.
Thus Ai == 1. Now, if G is a non-trivial, strongly connected digraph that is not a cycle, then each vertex belongs to at least one elementary cycle. Then if L is the least common multiple of the lengths of these cycles, each diagonal entry of A (G) L is at least 1, and since some vertex x has 6^{x)6^(x) > 1, and thus lies on more than one cycle, we see that the trace satisfies n\[ ^frA^G^ > n, hence Ai > 1. Q LEMMA 4. -Let G a digraph such that the sequence (TVfc(G))^o is bounded. Then there exists no directed path joining two distinct directed cycles of G.
Proof. -By contradiction. Assume G contains two directed cycles C (of length /) and G', joined by a path beginning at vertex u on C and ending at a vertex of G'. The number of walks of length k > I beginning at u is at least \k/l\ + 1, and therefore is not bounded. D
We now prove Theorem 1.
Proof.
(i) ==> (iii): By Equation (1), for any k > 0,
Hence digraphs L k {G), k > 0, belong to a finite set of (isomorphism types of) digraphs and there exist integers k > 0, p > 0 such that L^P^G) = L^G). (iv) =^ (i): For k large enough, every walk of length k meets exactly one directed cycle. Let W^ the number of walks of length A; of G which meet G. Such a walk is of the form Pi P^ P^ (concatenation of arcs), with PI and PS walks of G -E(C) ending and beginning on G respectively, and ?2 a walk on G. Moreover, given Pi and Pa there exists at most one walk ?2 on G such that the length of the walk Pi P^ P^ is a given integer k. Since the number of such walks Pi, Ps, is independant of fc, (Wf))fc>o is bounded, and therefore (Wk(G))k>o is bounded.
-n Notice that, if G is periodic, by property (iv), the connected components of L k (G) contain only one directed cycle for k sufficiently large. The structure of a periodic digraph with a single directed cycle is described in [7] as follows.
An eddy digraph is defined as a digraph which consists of a directed cycle C together with trees rooted in the vertices ^,0 ^ % ^ i -1 of C and oriented either from the root to the leaves (out-free A, with root Vi C V(C)), or from the leaves to the root (in-free By with root Vj e V(G)). The out-free index (resp. in-tree index) of an eddy digraph is the minimum positive integer r such that A^r = A, (resp. B^r = Bj).
If G' is a periodic digraph, for k sufficiently large each connected component of L^G) consists of an eddy digraph plus paths obtained by the Heuchenne condition (whenever there are vertex-disjoint paths of length n from u to w, v to w, u to x, then there is one path -disjoint from the others-from v to x). Then L^+^G) has the same sequence of in-and out-trees as L k (G), but with the in-trees shifted one step forward on C with respect to the out-trees.
By Equation (1), the period of sequence (Wk{G))k>o divides the period of sequence (L^G^X). This last one can be precised in the case of digraph with a single directed cycle. 
Digraphs with ultimately constant number of walks.
We now come back to our first study: digraphs which have the same number of walks of length k for any k. We first introduce some notation. Let us denote by Gm the union of the classes Gm,£^ > . 0, i. e. the class of digraphs with ultimately constant number m of walks (digraphs G such that there exists £ and for any k > ^, G has exactly m walks of length k). Notice that this class is strictly contained in the class of digraphs with ultimately periodic number of walks since there exist digraphs not belonging to Qm and with ultimately periodic number of walks (see Proposition 2) .
Notice that the class Qm is large, since it is stable by line-digraph operation and vertex-disjoint union. Furthermore, Proposition 2 has the following corollary. In [7] it is said that the only other way in which digraphs of period 1 can occur is for there to exist a collection of its connected components forming all iterated line digraphs of a unicyclic digraph with period greater than 1.
But we do not know if a digraph of Qm or even of Qmft has necessarily a period equal to 1. This particular case of Problem 2 can be formulated as follows. 
Conclusion.
In this article, we have formulated in terms of colored walks in digraphs a conjecture of [9] on some binary operations and given some related already known results on the class of digraphs with ultimate periodic iterated line-digraphs.
Besides the conjecture, a remaining problem is either to prove that, for a digraph which has the same number of walks of length k for any A:, the sequence of its iterated line digraphs is ultimately constant or to find a counterexample.
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